
The Perfect Princess Seam Shirt 
Taught by Tara Perkins, Palmer/Pletsch Educational Associate 

 

Supply List 

 Blouse/Shirt pattern M6076 

 Purchase pattern according to your HIGH bust measurement (under arms and across upper chest).  Substitute that 

measurement for the full bust measurement listed on the size chart on the back inside flap of the pattern. Example: 

You measure 37” at the high bust, and 40” at the full bust.  37” is between a size 14 and 16.  You would choose the 14 

since there is enough ease allowed in the pattern to cover you up to 37 ½ or so.  You will alter the pattern for your full 

bust measurement, and the neck and shoulders of the pattern will still fit you. 

 Book “Fit for Real People”  by Palmer/Pletsch  This is a great reference book for learning pattern adjustment (very 

important) 

 Palmer/Pletsch “Perfect Pattern Paper” this is a wonderful tool for tissue fitting, it has 1/8” grids and matches the 

weight of the pattern tissue.  Non-woven “pattern tracing material” such as “Do-Sew” will not work for tissue fitting. 

 Cardboard fold-up cutting board “Super Board” used to hold the pattern down flat for altering. 

 18” Clear Plastic Ruler with 1/8” grid markings such as a Clear view ruler.  

 Tape Measure  

 Sewing Measurement Gauge 

 Soft Lead Color Pencils (the type for drawing on paper) used for marking tissue (No felt tips markers) 

 1 Box of Fine Glass-Head Pins no other type will work as they fall out while fitting the pattern. 

 Scissors for trimming tissue pattern and fabric.  

 ½” Scotch Brand Magic Tape (green box) This is a must have item ¾ “is to wide.  I strongly recommend the brand 

name for tissue fitting as there is a big difference in quality vs. store brands.  A weighted dispenser is very helpful.  Can 

be found at  

Office Depot, Target, Fred Meyers, QFC and Staples. 

 Fusible Interfacing Palmer/Pletsch Perfect Fuse Sheer Weight.  This is the best interfacing I have ever used.  You 

want to use a woven interfacing for all your fashion sewing.  

 Fabric for your Blouse/Shirt, pre washed, matching thread and buttons. 

 A Sewing machine in good working order, remember your power cord, foot petal and extra bobbins.  We may not get 

to the sewing of your shirt on the first day, but bring your machine just in case.  Classroom sewing machines are 

available for you to use if you don’t want to bring your own. 

 

We will take a ½ hour lunch break each day of class.  You are welcome to pack a lunch, snacks and beverages as this 

can be a long day. 

 

I welcome any and all questions!  Please email me at tlperkins52@yahoo.com or you may call 425-512-7838 

 

Most of these supplies are available at Pacific Fabrics (except the ½” tape and the color pencils). Registered students 

will receive a 10% discount. Please mention that you are buying supplies for this class at the register to receive this 

discount.  
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